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ON INJECTIVITY IN LOCALLY PRESENTABLE CATEGORIES

JIRÍ ADÁMEK AND JIRÍ ROSICKY

Abstract. Classes of objects injective w.r.t. specified morphisms are known to

be closed under products and retracts. We prove the converse: a class of objects

in a locally presentable category is an injectivity class iff it is closed under

products and retracts. This result requires a certain large-cardinal principle.

We characterize classes of objects injective w.r.t. a small collection of mor-

phisms: they are precisely the accessible subcategories closed under products

and /c-filtered colimits. Assuming the (large-cardinal) Vopênka's principle, the

accessibility can be left out. As a corollary, we solve a problem of L. Fuchs con-

cerning injectivity classes of abelian groups. Finally, we introduce a weak con-

cept of reflectivity, called cone reflectivity, and we prove that under Vopênka's

principle all subcategories of locally presentable categories are cone reflective.

Several open questions are formulated, e.g., does each topological space have

a largest (non-7*2) compactification?

0. Introduction

0.1. Recall that an object X is said to be injective w.r.t. of class Ji of

morphisms provided that for each m: A —> A' in Jf and each morphism

/: A -> X there exists a (not necessarily unique) morphism f':A'—>X with

f = f • m . The collection of all objects injective w.r.t. a given class of mor-

phism is called an injectivity class. This concept has been introduced by J.-M.

Maranda [M] who proved, inter alia, that every injectivity class is closed under

products and retracts. The converse is false, in general. For example in the

category of topological spaces the class of all connected spaces is closed under
products and retracts, although it is not an injectivity class. We will prove that

no such (constructive) example can be found in the realm of locally presentable

categories.
Another obvious fact is that in any category X each reflective subcategory1

is an injectivity class: put Jf = all reflection arrows. This generalizes to weakly

reflective subcategories, i.e., subcategories s/ of X closed under retracts and
such that each object K in X has a weak reflection r: K —> K* (i.e., K* £ A

and every morphism f:K^A, A £ sé , factorizes through r, not necessarily

uniquely). Every weakly reflective subcategory is an injectivity class. The con-

verse is false, in general. For example in the category of frames the class of all

complete Boolean algebras is an injectivity class which is not weakly reflective.
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We will prove that no such (constructive) example can be found in the realm

of locally presentable categories.

0.2. Recall that Vopênka's principle is the following statement: the category

Gra of graphs (= sets with a binary relation) does not have a large discrete

subcategory. This is a large cardinal principle: the existence of huge cardinals

implies that Vopênka's principle is consistent, and Vopênka's principle implies

the existence of arbitrarily large measurable (or even compact) cardinals, see

[J]. The above remarks about the absence of constructive examples in locally

presentable categories X can be made precise as follows: Assuming Vopênka's

principle, every class of objects of X closed under products and retracts is an

injectivity class, in fact, is weakly reflective. This answers a problem put by L.

Fuchs about injectivity in the category of abelian groups.

Recall further weak Vopênka's principle: it states that Ordop (the dual to the

usual well-ordered class of all ordinals) cannot be fully embedded into Gra.

We have proved in [ART] that the weak Vopênka's principle implies (in fact,

is equivalent to) the following statement on locally presentable categories X :

every class of objects closed under small limits forms a reflective subcategory.

The exact set-theoretical position of this principle is an open problem, but it has

been shown in [ART] that Vopênka's principle implies weak Vopênka's principle

which, in turn, implies the existence of arbitrarily large measurable cardinals.

(Whether it implies compact cardinals is not known.) The above statement

concerning injectivity classes turns out to "lie between" the two principles. That

is, assuming the negation of weak Vopênka's principle, there exists an injectivity

class in a locally presentable category, which is not weakly reflective.

We introduce below another variant, called semiweak Vopênka's principle,

which exactly describes the set-theoretical status of the above statement on in-

jectivity classes.

0.3. A concept very near to injectivity is that of orthogonality. Recall that an

object X is said to be orthogonal w.r.t. a class Jf of morphisms provided

that for each m: A —> A' in Jf and each morphism /: A —> X there exists

a unique morphism /': A' —► X with / = f • m. The collection of all

objects orthogonal w.r.t. a given class of morphisms is called an orthogonality

class. In each category X one has the following implications for properties of

subcategories:

reflective => orthogonality class   =>     closed under limits

a- (*)4 a-
weakly reflective   =»     injectivity class      =>•  closed under products

and retracts

(They hold trivially and generally except (*) which, as will be seen below, re-

quires that X have pushouts.) Both of the implications in the first row can

be reversed if X is locally presentable and if the weak Vopênka's principle is

assumed, see [ART]). (Again, the weak Vopênka's principle is actually equiva-

lent to the possibility of reverting any one, or both, of those implications, see

[AR3].)

0.4. Interesting concepts arise when we restrict the morphism classes Jf under

consideration to small ones. A class of all objects injective (or orthogonal)

w.r.t. a given small collection of morphisms is called a small-injectivity class
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(or a small-orthogonality class, respectively). In a locally presentable category

X every small-injectivity class, and every small-orthogonality class, is easily

seen to be accessibly embedded, i.e., closed under k-filtered colimits for some

regular cardinal zc. We have proved in [AR2] that in the orthogonality case

this actually characterizes small orthogonality (independently of set theory). If

X is a locally presentable category, then small-orthogonality classes in X are

precisely the accessibly embedded classes closed under limits. It then follows

from [RTA] that, assuming Vopênka's principle, each reflective subcategory is a

small-orthogonality class. Surprisingly, analogous results are not true for small-

injectivity. For example, the injectives in the category of posets are precisely

the complete lattices, and this is not a small-injectivity class. Furthermore,

assuming the negation of the weak Vopênka's principle, we present a class of

objects of Gra which is accessibly embedded and closed under products and

retracts, and yet, it is not a small-injectivity class.

The absolute results we prove about small-injectivity classes are the following:

in the realm of locally ranked categories (which is a broad collection of cate-

gories introduced below and includes, besides locally presentable categories, for

example Top) every small-injectivity class is weakly reflective. And in the realm

of locally presentable categories, small-injectivity classes are precisely the acces-

sibly embedded classes closed under products which, moreover, are accessible

in the sense of M. Makkai and R. Paré [MP], see also [L]. Accessibility can be

left out assuming Vopênka's principle.

0.5. We call a subcategory of a category X cone reflective provided that
the inclusion functor into X satisfies the solution-set condition. It turns out

that, assuming Vopênka's principle, every subcategory of a locally presentable

category is cone reflective.

I. Injectivity classes and weak reflectivity

1.1 Definition. For each class Jf of morphisms of a category X let Jf- Inj

denote the collection of all ^-objects K which are Jf-injective, i.e., such that
for each m: A —► A' in Jf and each morphism /: A —> K there exists a

morphism /': A' —► K with / = /' • m. An injectivity class is a class of

objects of X of the form Jf- Inj for some collection Jf of morphisms of

X . For Jf = all monomorphisms, .^f-injective objects are called injective.

1.2 Examples. (1) Injective objects in the category Ab of abelian groups are

the divisible groups. (Pure embedding)-injective objects are the algebraically

compact groups, see [Fu].

(2) [BB] Complete lattices form an injectivity class in Pos, the category of

posets and order-preserving maps. Here JZ = Strong Mono. (In contrast,

Mono-Inj is just the class of all singleton posets.)

(3) Complete Boolean algebras form an injectivity class in Frm, the category

of frames and frame homomorphisms (cf. [Jo]): here Jf consists of the single

embedding pictured in Figure 1.

(4) If X is a complete, cowellpowered category, then epireflective subcate-

gories (i.e., SP classes in X) are precisely the injectivity classes Jf- Inj where

JZ Ç Epi.
We will later see that every reflective subcategory of a category X is an

injectivity class, whenever X has pushouts.
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a».

Figure 1

(5) [H. Herrlich]. Pathwise connected spaces form an injectivity class in

Top: here Jf is the single embedding {0, 1} —> [0, 1] where [0, 1| is the
usual interval of the real line.

In contrast, all connected spaces do not form an injectivity class in Top.

(Proof. Let m : A -* A' be a continuous map such that every connected space

is {zn}-injective. Using sufficiently large connected spaces with all subspaces

of cardinality card A' discrete, it is easy to show that for each clopen U ç A

there is a clopen U' ç A' with U = m~x{U'). It follows that the discrete

two-point space is also {m}-injective.)

1.3 Proposition [M]. Each injectivity class is closed under the formation of prod-

ucts and retracts.

Proof. Let / be a set. Given X¡ £ Jf-lnj {i £ I), then X = Y\ie¡ X¡ £ Jf-In}.
For each m: A^> A' in Jf, each f:A—>X and each i £ I we have f\: A' -»
Xi with 7ij- f' = f\-m (where n¡ denotes the projections), and the morphism

/': A' —* n,e/ Xj with components f'i fulfils / = /' • m .
Give X £ J'-Inj and a retraction r: X —> Y (with j: Y —* X satisfying

r • j = id), then Y £ J(-ln]. For each m: A —> A' in Jf each f:A—>Y
we have /': A' -> X with j • f = f'-m, and then r - /': A' -> Y fulfils

f={r-f')-m.

1.4 Example. Connected spaces are well known to be closed in Top under

products and retracts, although we have seen in 1.2 that they are not an injectiv-

ity class. Such a (constructive) example cannot be found in a locally presentable

category X, as we prove in 1.9.

1.5 Definition. A subcategory sé of X is called weakly reflective if for each

object K of X there exists a morphism r: K -* K* such that

(i) K* £ sf and for each morphism /: K —► A, A £ ss? , there exists a

(not necessarily unique) morphism f*:K*^A with f = f* -r,

(ii) if r is a split mono, then K £ sé .

1.6 Remark, (a) Condition (ii) in the above definition means that the sub-

category is closed under retracts. A morphism satisfying (i) is called a weak

reflection of X.
(b) Recall that, for a class Jf of morphisms in X , an Jf-infective hull of an

object K £ X is an Jf-essential morphism m: K —> K with K ^#-injective

(where a morphism m: K —> L is called ^-essential provided that for any

morphism f:L—>L' in X such that f - m £ Jf it follows that f £ Jf). A
class of objects may be called an "injectivity class with injective hulls" provided
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that it has the form Jf- Inj for some collection Jf of morphisms such that each

JT-object has an ^-injective hull. This is tantamount to the weak reflectivity

of the corresponding full subcategory.

Indeed, if sé is weakly reflective, choose a weak reflection m^ : K -» K for

each ^-object K, and put J! = {m^Kes? ■ Conversely, if A = Jf-ln] and

each ^-object has an injective hull, then that hull is a weak reflection, and any

retract of an .^f-injective object is „#-injective.

(c) Let sé be a weakly reflective subcategory of X . Then sé is, obviously,

closed under products. Thus, sé is reflective iff it is closed under equalizers.

(In fact, if sé is closed under equalizers, it is closed under limits. Given a

weak reflection r: K —► A of an object K, let e: Ao —* A be the joint equalizer

of all endomorphisms a of A with r = r • a. The unique r0: K —> Aq with

r = e ■ ro is a reflection of K.)

1.7 Examples, (i) In the category of modules the injective modules are weakly

reflective: injective hulls are weak reflections. Analogously, the Mac Neille

completion defines a weak reflection of a poset in the category of complete

lattices.
(ii) Complete Boolean algebras are not weakly reflective in Frm (because,

by 1.6(c), they would be reflective, but that would imply the existence of free

complete Boolean algebras.) Yet, they form an injectivity class. Such a (con-

structive) example cannot be found in a locally presentable category, as we yrove

in 1.9.

1.8 Remark. Vopênka's principle (see introduction) has a number of equiva-

lent formulations. For example, in model theory it is formulated as follows:

Every class of models of a first-order theory with no nontrivial elementary em-

beddings is a set. Here are some other formulations (see [ART]):

(i) No locally presentable category has a large discrete subcategory;

(ii) Ord cannot be fully embedded into Gra ;
(iii) Ord cannot be fully embedded into any locally presentable category.

1.9 Theorem. Assuming Vopênka's principle, for each subcategory sé of a lo-

cally presentable category, the following are equivalent.

(i) sé is an injectivity class.

(ii) sé is weakly reflective.

(iii) sé is closed under products and retracts.

Proof. The implications (ii) —> (i) —> (iii) are obvious. To prove (iii) —► (ii), let

X be locally presentable and let sé = {^,}/6ord be a collection of objects closed

under products and retracts. For each ordinal i, let 38i be the collection all

retracts of products of the objects A¡ {j < i). Then 38i is weakly reflective in

X : for each object K in X the canonical morphism

K^Y\Ah°m(K>A>]

J<i

is, obviously, a weak reflection, and 38¡ is closed under retracts.

Suppose that sé is not weakly reflective. Since sé is closed under retracts,

this means that there is an object K in X which does not have a weak reflection

in sé .   However,  K has weak reflections r,■ : K -> K*  in 38¡  for each  z.
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Consequently, for each ordinal i there exists an ordinal d{i) > i such that

r¿(i) does not factor through r, (since otherwise r¡: K —> K* would be a weak

reflection in each 38¡, and hence, in sé.) On the other hand, observe that

since j < i implies 38¡ ç 38i, by the definition of weak reflection r¡ factors

through r¡. Consequently, in the comma category K } X (of all arrows with

the domain K) we can define objects L¡, i £ Ord, as follows:

j y      r0       TS* j y      r<M)       y*

L.0 — A -► A0 , L,i — A  -► A-tj(j) ,

where j is the join of all ordinals k such that for some i' < i, L¡< = K -*» K^ .

Then hom(L,, Lf) ^ 0 whenever _/ < z by the above factorization of weak

reflections, but hom(L,, Lf) = 0 whenever j > i (because of the choice of

d{-)). Briefly, in K\X we have

(*) hom(L,, Lf) ^ 0    iff    /' > _/.

Since X is locally presentable, so is K [ X, and hence, by [ART], AT J. X
can be fully embedded into Gra. By (*), we have graphs [X¡, a¡), i £ Ord,

such that for i < j, card X¡ < card X¡ and there is no morphism {X,■, a,) -+

{Xj, otj). In the category Rel(2,2,2) of three binary relations we have a large

discrete subcategory consisting of objects {X¡,a¡, ß,■■, y¡) where ßi is rigid and

y i is the relation ^ . This contradicts to Vopênka's principle.

1.10 Remark. The full strength of Vopênka's principle has not been used in

the proof of 1.9. The following (possibly weaker) principle is sufficient.

1.11 Definition. The semiweak Vopênka's principle is the following statement:

There do not exist graphs L,   (z e Ord) such that in Gra,

hom(L,, Lj) t¿ 0     iff    i>j.

1.12 Observation. The three Vopênka's principle (VP) are related by

VP =>• semiweak VP => weak VP.

In fact, the first implication follows from the proof of 1.9, and the latter is clear.

In 1.9 we have proved that the semiweak Vopênka's principle implies "in-

jectivity class = weakly reflective subcategory".   We will now show that the

statement is actually equivalent to the semiweak Vopênka's principle.

1.13 Theorem. Assuming the negation of the semiweak Vopënka 's principle,

there exists an injectivity class in a locally finitely presentable category which

is not weakly reflective.

Proof. The negation of the semiweak Vopênka's principle provides us

(i) with graphs L¡   (z £ Ord) such that hom(L, ,Lf)±z iff z > j and
(ii) with a large discrete category of graphs K¡   (z £ Ord) (since it implies

the negation of Vopênka's principle, see 1.11). Put AT, = {X¡, a¡) and

Li = {Yi,ßl)   (zeOrd).

In the category Str(2, 2, 1 ) of structures with two binary and one unary relation

define objects A¡   {i £ Ord) as follows.

A¡ = {X¡ + Y¡ + {U} ,  a¡ U Yi x {/,} , ßt U Xi x {*,} , {*,-}),
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where, for simplicity of notation, we assume X¡ n Y, = 0 and t¡ £ X¡ U Y¡,

thus, the underlying set of A¡ is X¡ U Y¡ U {í,} . For each ordinal i put A¡ =

U/<¿ Ai, and let v¡ : A0 —► A¡ be the coproduct injection. We will prove that for

J? = {v¡\i £ Ord} , Jf-Inj is not weakly reflective. We first define objects B¡

which lie in the injectivity class. In A¡ merge all points of X¡ to one (denoted

st):

B> = \1AJ + ii*'} + Yi + {U}. {(¡i > Si)} u Yt x {t¡}, ßi u {{sí , t¡)}, {U}).

Observe that hom{Aj, B¡) ¿ 0 for all i, j £ Ord : For j < i we have a

coproduct injection, for j > i there is f:L¡-* Li, and we define f:A¡^> B¡

by f(x) = s¡ for x £ Xj, f{y) = /(v) for y £ Yj and f(tj) = t¡. It follows
easily that B¡ £ Jf- Inj. Observe also that

(*) j < i implies that for each morphism f:A¡ -» B¡ there exists a

morphism g: Lj -> L, such that /(x) = x for i € Xy U {(,} and

/(v) = g(y) for ysFj.

In fact, due to the unary relation of A¡, f{tf) = ty for some j' < i. Since the

first binary relation contains Yj x {tj} , it follows that f{Yj) ç Y y , and then the

restriction of / defines a morphism L¡ -» L;-. Consequently, ;' > / (thus,

/ ^ z). Analogously, since the second binary relation contains X¡ x {tj} , we

have /(X7) ç Xy , and the restriction of / defines a morphism Kj -> Ä}».

Consequently, 7 = / and f(x) = x for x e X; U {tj} .

We now prove that Aq does not have a weak reflection in ^#- Inj. Let,

to the contrary, r: Aq —> ̂0 De a weak reflection. Since Aq £ Jf-lnj, for

each ordinal j there exists a morphism Pj : Aj -+ ^q . We will show that 7 / /

implies Pj(tj) ^ Py{tji), which is clearly impossible. Choose an ordinal i larger

than both j and j'. For the morphism /: A0 -> ß, which is the coproduct

injection there exists, by the definition of weak reflection, /* : A^ —> 5,-< and

from (*) above we know that /* • Pj(tj) = tj and /* •pyitjt) = ty . Thus,

Pj(tj)ÏPy{tj>).

1.14 Remark, (a) The proof above makes use of a technique applied in our

paper [ART].
(b) We do not know the set-theoretical status of the statement "injectivity

class = class closed under products and retracts".

In contrast, for reflective subcategories of locally presentable categories we

have proved in [ART and AR3] that

(i) Weak Vopênka's principle implies that "reflective = orthogonal = closed

under limits";
(ii) Each of the two equality statements implies the weak Vopênka's principle.

1.15 Corollary. The semiweak Vopënka 's principle is equivalent to the following

statement: every class of objects of a locally presentable category, closed under

products and retracts, is weakly reflective.

Now we turn to the injectivity w.r.t. monomorphisms. Recall that injective

means ^-injective for Jf = all monomorphisms.

1.16 Definition. A category is said to have enough injectives provided that ev-

ery object is a subobject of some injective object.
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1.17 Corollary. Let the semiweak Vopênka's principle hold. Then in each lo-

cally presentable category with enough injectives the following conditions on a

class sé of objects is equivalent:

(i) A =Jf-In] for some collection Jf of monomorphisms,

(ii) sé is closed under products and retracts and contains all injectives.

In fact, (i) —► (ii) is clear. If (ii) holds, then sé is weakly reflective and each

object is a subobject of an sé -object. Thus, weak reflections are monomor-

phisms, and sé = Jf- Inj for Jf = all weak reflections.

1.18 Example. Assuming the semiweak Vopênka's principle, injectivity classes

of abelian groups with respect to collections of embeddings are precisely the

classes closed under products and retracts, and containing all divisible groups.

This answers Problem 46 of L. Fuchs [Fu].

1.19 Remark. In the Introduction we mentioned the observation of H.

Herrlich that connected topological spaces do not form an injectivity class of

Top although they are closed in Top under products and retracts.

We do not know any example of an injectivity class in Top which is not

weakly reflective.
In fact, the following, much more concrete (and rather fascinating) question

is open. Is the class of all compact spaces weakly reflective? And still more

concretely. Does the discrete countable space have a weak compact reflection?

(By another observation of H. Herrlich, compact spaces do form an injectivity

class: let Jf be the collection of all embeddings X —* X u {a} where X is

discrete and the neighborhoods of a form an ultrafilter on I.)

In contrast, an example of an orthogonality class in Top which is not reflec-

tive has been presented in [AR)].

II. Small-orthogonality classes

II. 1 Definition. Given a class Jf of morphisms, Jf1- denotes the class of

objects orthogonal to each m: A —> A' in Jf (i.e., for every /:i-»I there

exists a unique f: A' ^> X with / = f'-m). Classes of the form Jf1 are

called orthogonality classes, classes of the form Jf1- where Jf is small are

called small-orthogonality classes.

Analogously, classes of the form Jf- Inj where Jf is small are called small-

injectivity classes.

II.2 Examples. (1) Every reflective subcategory is an orthogonality class. Set

Jf = all reflection arrows. In Top there exist nonreflective orthogonality classes,

see [ARi].
(2) Denote by m the empty map from the empty algebra to a singleton al-

gebra, say, in Alg(l) (the category of unary algebras on one operation). Then

{m}1 is the class of all algebras with a single fixpoint; whereas {wz}-Inj is the

class of all algebras with at least one fixpoint. Observe that {m}1 is reflective

but {zrz}-Inj is only weakly reflective. Further observe that {m}1 is an injec-

tivity class. If n denotes the quotient map of the algebra ({0, 1}, id) to the

singleton algebra, then {m}1 = {m, «}-Inj.

This is no coincidence:
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II.3   Proposition. In a category with pushouts every {small) orthogonality class

is a {small) injectivity class.

Proof. Given a morphism m : A —> A', let us form the pushout of m with

itself

A  ^^ A'

\
i

A'   -y  A"
p

Let m: A" —> A' be the unique morphism with m • p = m • q = id^ .  It is

obvious that {m}1 = {m, m}-Inj.

Given a collection Jf of morphisms, then Jf1 = {Jf U {m\m £ Jf})-ln).

Il A   Remark, (a) The hypothesis in II. 3 that X have pushouts is essential. In

the following category

B

{m}1 = {A'} is not an injectivity class.

(b) In a category such that hom(^, B) ^ 0 for arbitrary objects A, B

"small" can be reduced to "singleton": if Jf is a set of morphisms m,•: A¡ —►

B¡, then for m = ]} m, : ]} A,■ —► ]J 5,, we have Jf-Inj = {m}-Inj and ^#x =
{m}1.

A subcategory j/ is called accessibly embedded in a category X it if is

closed under zc-filtered colimits for some regular cardinal zc .

II. 5 Theorem. For each subcategory sé of a locally presentable category of the

following are equivalent
(i) sé is small-orthogonal.

(ii) sé is accessibly embedded and closed under limits.

(iii) sé is accessibly embedded and orthogonal.

(iv) sé is reflective and locally presentable.

Proof. The implication (ii) —> (iv) has been proved in [AR2]. The statement

there is that sé is reflective, but each reflective subcategory of a locally pre-

sentable category, closed under zc-filtered colimits, is clearly locally presentable.

(iv) —> (i) If sé is locally presentable and reflective in a locally presentable

category X, then we can choose k such that X is locally zc-presentable and

A is closed under zc-filtered colimits in X. Then sé = Jf1 for the class

Jf of all reflections of k-presentable ^-objects in sé (which is essentially

small, of course). In fact, it is clear that se ç Jf1, and to prove Jf1 ç sé ,

express any K £ Jf1 as a zc-filtered colimit of zc-presentable objects and use

the reflections of those objects.
(i) —> (iii) Given Jf small, choose zc larger or equal to the presentation ranks

of all domains and codomains of ^#-morphisms, then Jf1 is closed under zc-

filtered colimits.
(iii) —» (ii) is obvious.
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11.6 Corollary. Assuming Vopênka's principle, every reflective {= orthogonal)

subcategory of a locally presentable category is small orthogonal.

Proof. By [RTA], every reflective subcategory is closed under zc-filtered colimits

for some zc. The equation "reflective = orthogonal" has been established in

[ART].

11.7 Example [GU, p. 104]. Vopênka's principle is equivalent to the state-

ment "reflective => small-orthogonal" for locally presentable categories. In fact,

assuming the negation of Vopênka's principle, there exists a quasivariety (=

epireflective subcategory) of semigroups which is not small-orthogonal.

11.8 Remark. As a consequence of II.6 we obtain an interesting result on tor-

sion theories of modules proved (for the case of abelian groups) by M. Dugas

and G. Herden [DuH]. Recall that a class ZT of modules is a torsion class pro-

vided that it is closed under extensions (i.e., a module B lies in ZT whenever it

has a submodule A £ ZT such that B/A £ ZT) coproducts, and quotients. ZT

is singly generated provided that it is the least torsion class containing a given

module.

II. 9 Proposition. Assuming Vopênka's principle, every torsion class of modules

is singly generated.

Proof. Every torsion class ZT is a mono-coreflective subcategory. Let T{A) -»

A denote the coreflections. Then the subcategory ZT of all modules F with

T{F) = 0 is epireflective. The reflections are A —> A/T{A). By II.6, II.3, and
11.4(b), there is a morphism m: C —> C with &~ = {zrz}-Inj. The reflection

r: C -* C/T{C) factors through m , since C/T{C) is ra-injective; thus ZT =

{r}-Inj. In other words, a module B lies in ZT iff hom(T(C), B) = 0. This
means that T{C) generates ZT.

III. Small injectivity and weak reflectivity

III. 1 Remark. We will now study small-injectivity classes not only in locally

presentable categories but in a wider class of categories. Then we will return to

locally presentable categories in §IV, where small-injectivity classes will be fully

characterized.

III.2 Definition. A category is said to be locally ranked provided that it is

cocomplete and cowellpowered, and each object K has a rank, i.e., the hom-

functor hom(AT, -) preserves zc-direct colimits of extremal monomorphisms

for some regular cardinal zc .

III. 3   Examples. (1) Locally presentable categories are locally ranked.

(2) Top is locally ranked. No nondiscrete topological space AT is zc-generated,

i.e., hom(AT, -) does not preserve zc-direct colimits of monomorphisms (for

any zc), yet, hom(AT, -) preserves zc-direct colimits of topological embeddings

whenever zc > card AT.

(3) The category Unif of uniform spaces is locally ranked.

(4) The category of compact 72-spaces is not locally ranked, although it is a

cowellpowered epireflective subcategory of Top.

The category of Urysohn spaces (i.e., spaces in which two distinct points

always have disjoint closed neighbourhoods) is not cowellpowered. Thus, this

epireflective subcategory of Top is not locally ranked.
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111.4 Proposition. Every small-injectivity class in a locally ranked category is

closed under K-direct colimits of extremal subobjects {for some regular cardinal

zc).

Every small-injectivity class in a locally presentable category is accessibly em-

bedded.

Proof. Given a set Jf of morphisms, let zc be a regular cardinal larger or

equal to the ranks of all domains of „#-morphisms. Then Jf-lnj has the

stated property.

111.5 Examples. (1) Complete lattices form an injectivity class of posets (1.2),

but not a small-injectivity class: they are not accessibly embedded.

(2) Complete Boolean algebras form a small-injectivity class of frames (and

a nonsmall injectivity class of Boolean algebras).

(3) Pathwise connected topological spaces form a small-injectivity class of

topological spaces.

111.6 Construction of injective weak reflection. We will now show how to con-

struct a weak reflection in Jf- Inj. It will be clear that if our construction

stops, it yields a weak reflection, and in the next theorem we will show that in

a wide range of categories the construction always stops. We assume here that

Jf is small. The argument is every similar to that of M. Kelly [K] who studies

reflections in small-orthogonal subcategories.

Let Jf be a small collection of morphisms in a cocomplete category X,

Jf = {At ̂ i A't\t £ T}. For each object K of X we define a chain w¡¡ : AT* —►
AT*   (z, j £ Ord, z < j) by the following induction.

First step. AT0* = K .
Isolated step. Given AT*, form the canonical map can from ]\teT y. Ai^k- A,

into AT* and define AT*+1 and uZ|,,+i by the following pushout

U     A, -LL^       U     A',
t€T t€T

f : a,^k; f : a,^k;

Limit step. AT* = colini/<;'<,(ATy ; w¡¡i) with colimit maps Wji. We say that

the injective weak-reflection construction stops if w¡j+\ is a split monomor-

phism for some i. In that case, uzo,, : AT —» AT* is a weak reflection of K in

Jf- Inj. In fact
I. AT* is ^#-injective because can factors through TJ mt, and each morphism

f0 : Alo —► AT* factors through can—thus, /,0 factors through mto.

II. If L is .^-injective, then for each morphism g: K —> L we can define

a compatible cone g¡ : K* —» L of the above construction as follows: go = g',

limit steps are clear; given g¡: L* —> L then the injectivity of L guarantees

that gj.can factors through ]}m¡ and thus, by the pushout property we get a

unique factorization map gJ+i : K*+l —> L. Thus, g = g¡.wo¡.

III.7 Examples. (1) Consider m: (p —> T as in 11.2(2), where T is the terminal

object. The above construction yields ATq = K, K* = K + T, AT* = K + T +
T,... ,   K*=K + T+T+T-- .
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id
•-►•-►•        -►

Figure 2

The construction stops after co steps. However, AT* already is a weak re-

flection of course.

(2) In Gra consider the morphism m = id pictured in Figure 2. Then

{m}-Inj is the subcategory of transitive relations, and the construction above is

the iterative construction of transitive hulls. It clearly stops after co steps, and

there are objects [e.g.,. {co, {{n, n + l)\n £ co})] for which AT* is not a weak

reflection for any i < co.

III. 8 Proposition. Let Jf be a small collection of morphisms in a locally pre-

sentable category, and let k be a regular cardinal larger or equal to the presen-

tation rank of all domains of Jf-morphisms. Then the injective weak-reflection

construction always stops after k steps.

Proof. We will prove that iuK,K+i : AT* -> AT*+1 is a split monomorphism. Each

morphism /: At -* AT* = colim,-<K AT* factors as / = w¡tK-f for some /: At -*
AT* (since At is zc-presentable). By the definition of the zth step, there is

/': A't -* AT*+1 with f' -m, = witi+l • /. Thus,

/ = (wi+i>K • Wij+i) • / = wi+UK -f'-mt.

Let g: IJ/er /■ a,->k-A't —* K* be the morphism with components wi+iK ■

f: A', -> AT*, then g •]\mt = can : LJ At —> AT*. By the definition of pushout
(in the (zc + l)th step) there exists h: AT*+1 -> AT* with h-wK¡K+i = 1 .

III.9 Corollary. Let X be a locally presentable category. Each small-injectivity

class is weakly reflective in X, and moreover, there are arbitrarily large regular

cardinals k such that each K-presentable object of X has a K-presentable weak

reflection.

Proof. Let Jf = {At ^i A\\t £ T} be a small collection of morphisms in

X. Consider a cardinal a such that the category X and all objects At,

t £ T, have presentation ranks smaller than a. For each object K of X let

|ÄT| = UXX{X, AT), where the coproduct ranges over representatives X of

the isomorphism classes of a-presentable objects of X. There are arbitrarily

large regular cardinals k such that AT is zc-presentable iff card |AT| < zc for any

object AT of X (see [GU], or [MP, 2.3.13]). Take such a cardinal zc which
is greater than a and the presentation ranks of A',, t £ T. It is easy to check

that zc has the desired property.

III. 10   Remark. Corollary III.9 can also be derived from [MP, 3.3.1].
The proof of the next result uses methods developed by Max Kelly [K].

III. 11 Theorem. Let X be a locally ranked category. For each small collection

Jf in X the injective weak-reflection construction always stops. Thus, Jf- Inj

is weakly reflective in X.

Proof, (a) We recall an important result of V. Koubek and J. Reiterman [KR].

Let us say that a functor F has rank if there is a regular cardinal k such that
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F preserves zc-directed colimits of chains of strong monomorphisms. Then

for each chain AT* (z e Ord) in X there exist ordinals a(0) < a(l) < ■ • • <

a(z') • • •   (z < zc) such that every functor of rank zc preserves colim¡<K AT*(().

(b) Now we apply (a) to the construction of injective weak reflection above.

For each t £ T the hom-functor hom(^,, -) : X —> Set has rank and its coad-

joint preserves colimits. Thus the composite Ht : X —► X of the two func-

tors (given by HtX = Uf. Ai_,x ̂ ') nas a ranK- Thus, the coproduct ]lteTHt

also has a rank. Analogously, from A¡ we get a functor H't : X -> X with

a rank and also ]}H't has a rank. The given morphism mt: At -» A't de-

fines an obvious natural transformation mt: Ht^> H't, and the canonical maps

liter 11 f- A,->x^t ~* X define a natural transformation cïïïï: \lt€THt —> id.

Let us form a (pointwise) pushout of can and ]lt€Tmt

MHt m um
(*) can

id    -►    F

It is clear that a pushout of functors with a rank has a rank. Thus, F is a

functor with a rank. By (a), for each object AT there exist ordinals a(i) such

that F preserves the colimit of AT*((), i < k . It is easy to check that this

implies that the construction of injective weak reflection of AT in III.6 stops

(after a(zc) steps).

III. 12 Remark. Analogously, for each locally ranked category X, Jf1- is re-

flective in X whenever Jf is a small collection of morphisms. This can be

proved using a construction of the reflection which is closely related to III.6 and

which was introduced by M. Kelly [K, §10]. In the isolated step one forms the

following pushout

u( u *+  u 4)- U 4
t€T\f:A,^K' g:A',->K*       I t€T

f:A,-+K?

«"> I i

K' ^r   ^
where the upper arrow has the components related to / equal to m,, and those

related to g equal to id^'. In summary, we get

III. 13   Corollary. Let X be a locally ranked category. Then
(a) each small-orthogonality class in X is reflective and

(b) each small-injectivity class of X is weakly reflective.

III. 14 Example. The results above do not hold in general for reflective subcat-

egories of locally ranked categories. For example, we have observed above that

Frm has a nonreflective, small-orthogonal subcategory of complete Boolean al-

gebras. However, Frm is a reflective subcategory of the category of all posets

and all maps preserving all joins and finite meets, and the latter is locally ranked.
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Consequently, it is not in general true that epireflective subcategories inherit

the property "small orthogonal =» reflective" (any reflective embedding decom-

poses into two epireflective embeddings ([B]).

IV. A CHARACTERIZATION OF SMALL-INJECTIVITY CLASSES

IV. 1 Remark. Since there are many analogies between the theory of injectivity

and orthogonality, one is tempted to expect that the characterization of small-

injective classes in locally presentable categories will be analogous to that of

small-orthogonality classes. The latter are just the accessibly embedded classes
closed under limits. Unfortunately, an accessibly embedded class closed under

products and retracts need not be a small-injectivity class unless we put some

set-theoretical restriction. However, an absolute characterization is possible:

small-injectivity classes are just those accessibly embedded subcategories which

are weakly reflective. In order to prove this result, we will first formulate a

simple lemma which, probably, can be found in some form in [GU].

IV.2 Lemma. Let X be a locally K-presentable category. Given a filtered

diagram D: 3 -» X, then a compatible cocone {D¡ ^* K)ie^ is a colimit

of D whenever each K-presentable object L has the following properties

{1 ) every morphism from L to K factors through some c, ;

(2) given p, p': L -* Di with c, • p = c, • p' then there exists d: D¡ ->

Dj in 3 with d • p = d • p'.

Proof. Since K is a colimit of canonical diagram D w.r.t. the subcategory of all

zc-presentable objects, it is sufficient to show that each compatible cocone (Z>, A

AT*) of D "translates" into a compatible cocone of D . In fact, each morphism

h: L -* AT factors as h = c¡ • h', and we put h* = c* • h: L -> AT*. This is

compatible with D since given /: L —> L' in D we have h • f = c¡ • {h • f)'—

without loss of generality, i = j (since D is filtered) and (h-f)' = h'-f (see (2)

above), thus, {h • /)* = h* • f. Consequently, there exists a unique morphism

/c : AT —» AT* with h* = k • h for each h : L —► AT with L zc-presentable. Then
c* = k • Cj since Z), is also a colimit of the canonical diagram, and given

h! : L —► D¡, with L zc-presentable, then {k • c¡) • h' = k • h = h* = c* • h' for
h = Ci • h'. The unicity of k w.r.t. D follows from ( 1 ) above.

IV. 3 Characterization Theorem. In every locally presentable category the small-

injectivity classes are precisely the subcategories which are

(a) weakly reflective and

(b) accessibly embedded.

Proof. The necessity of (a), (b) has been proved in III.9 and III.4. Let sé

be a weakly reflective subcategory of a locally presentable category X . If sé

is closed under zc-filtered colimits, we will prove that sé is a small-injectivity

class. We may assume that X = Set for some small category S? . (As proved

in [GU], each locally presentable category X can be considered as a reflective

subcategory of some Ser^ . Thus, we will know that sé is a small-injectivity

class of Set , and from the reflectivity we will conclude that sé is a small-

injectivity class of X'.) In what follows, presentability will be always considered
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in X.  Observe that for any regular cardinal a > card(Mor(J?)) a functor

F : J? -> Set is a-presentable iff card UxeOb^) F% < a . Consequently,

(*)   every a+-presentable object in X, where a > card(Mor(J?))  is a

limit cardinal and a+ is its successor, is a colimit of an a-chain AT,

{i < a) of objects of presentation ranks smaller than a and with AT, =

colimh,<; AT, for all limit ordinals i <a.

I. We will find a regular cardinal X> k such that every A-presentable object

of X has a A-presentable weak reflection in sé. Let

So = k ,
Sj+i be a regular cardinal such that each <5,-presentable object of X has a

r5!+i-presentable weak reflection in sé ,

S¡ = V <( ôj for all limit ordinals i.

If Si+i = S¡ for some z < zc, we may put A = <5,. Otherwise, S = ôK is a

limit cardinal and we claim that A = ô + has the desired property.

Denote by X the collection of all ^-objects which have a presentation

rank smaller than S . Then each ^-object has a weak reflection in sé which

lies in X. Given a A-presentable object K, there exists, by (*) above, a ô-

chain A", ̂  K¡   (z £ j < S) of .F-objects with colimAT, = (A", h K)i<è.
_ k> ._.

Let us define a ¿-chain AT* -i Kj  in sé r\X and a compatible collection

r, : AT, —> AT* by the following induction:  z*o : Ao —► AT,* is a weak reflection of

AYj with AT0* £sé nX.
Given r, : AT, —► AT*, form the pushout

A,-   -y A,+ i

r< r,

Ki    ~-*   K' + i        r.      '   Ki+ik, ,+ | r,+\

and let r*+1 : Ki+i —» AT*+, be a weak reflection of A¡+, with K*+l £ sé nX .

Put r/+. = r*+x • Tj and k* /+1 = r,+1 •£,■,,•+! .

Given AT*, j < i, where z is a limit ordinal, put AT, = colirn,<, K* with

colimit injections kj¡: AT* —► A,. Let r*: A, -» AT* be a weak reflection of A,

with ^'ej/nX. Put k'i = r* • kj¡ and r¡ = r* • colim;</ r,.
k' _

Put colinu^AT* = (A* A K*)¡ ¿, and observe that K* £ sé  since <5 >

zc  and j/  is closed under zc-filtered colimits in X.   We claim that r =

colirn^ r,■ : AT -» AT* is a weak reflection of A in j/ . In fact, given f:K—*A,

A £ sé , we define a compatible family f, : AT* —> A with f • k¡ = fi • r¡ for all

z < r5 by the following induction: Choose any /0 : AT,* —> /I with / = /o • r0 .

Given / with /-r, =/>zc, = (/•zc,+i)-zc,,,+i, there exists a unique /,+1 : A",+i

-» A with 7,+i -ki+i = f and //+1 • T¡ = /• zc,+1 . Choose any /*_, : AT*., -> ̂

with /1+1 =/*+1-r*+1.

For each limit ordinal z the choice of / is clear. The unique morphism

/*: AT* -> A with /* • k¡ = f¡ {i < S) satisfies /* • r = f • colim.^V/ =
colim. <sf'ki = f.
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Since each AT* is ¿-presentable, the colimit AT* = colim. ¿AT,- is clearly

A-presentable.
II. To prove that sé is a small-injectivity class, let AT, (;' £ J) be a

small collection representing all A-presentable objects of X, and for each j

let r¡: Kj —► AT* be a weak reflection in sé with AT* A-presentable. Then

sé = {rj}jeJ-lnj. In fact, every sé -object is certainly {r^-injective. Con-

versely, if a ^-object K is {/;}-injective, we will show that K £sé . Denote

by D the canonical diagram of AT w.r.t. {Kj}jeJ, and by D* the canonical

diagram of AT w.r.t. {K*}j€J . Since A > zc, X is locally A-presentable, D is

A-filtered, and AT = colim D. It is sufficient to prove that D* is A-filtered and

AT = colim D*. Since sé is closed under A-filtered colimits, we then conclude

that AT £ sé .
(a) To prove that D* is A-filtered, consider a subdiagram D^ of D* of

less than A morphisms. Since Dq ç D* c D and D is A-filtered, D has an

object fo : ATj0 -* AT which is the codomain of a compatible collection of Dq

inside D. There exists, by the injectivity of AT, a morphism fQ* : AT*o —► AT with

fo = f0* • rj0. Then f0* : AT* —> AT is an object of D* which is the codomain of

a compatible collection of D*, .
(b) To prove that X = colim D*, we use Lemma IV.2. (1) Every morphism

from a A-presentable object AT* into AT factors through some /*: AT* —> AT

of D*  (because AT is Zj-injective) and (2) given p,p':Kj —y AT, and given

/: AT, -+ AT with / • p = / • p', we have a coequalizer of p and p' which, by

[GU] has A-presentable codomain, say, c : AT,• ->• AT,0. For the unique morphism

fo: Kio -> AT with f = f0-c there exists /*: AT* -» AT with f0 = f* • rk (since
f f"

K is r,0-injective). Then r,0 • c: (AT, A AT) -> (AT* ̂ AT) is a morphism of D*

such that rio-c -p = riQ • c • p'.

IVA   Corollary. A subcategory sé of a locally presentable category is a small-

injectivity class iff it is

(i) closed under products,

(ii) accessibly embedded, and
(iii) accessible {see [MP] or [L], i.e., there is a regular cardinal k such that

sé has K-filtered colimits, and has a small collection of K-presentable

objects whose closure under K-filtered colimits is all of sé).

In fact, the proof that a small-injectivity class is accessible can be seen from

the preceding proof. All weak reflections of A-presentable objects in sé which

are A-presentable have the property that sé is their closure under A-filtered

colimits. Thus (i)—(iii) are necessary. To prove that (i)-(iii) are sufficient, we

first observe that if %? is a set of K-presentable objects whose closure under zc-

filtered colimits is sé , and if sé is closed under K-filtered colimits in a locally

K-presentable category, then each K-presentable object AT has a weak reflection

in sé , viz., the canonical map

i*:*- n n h-
HeJTf.K^H

Then sé = Jf-ln] for the essentially small collection Jf = {rk} : the proof is

analogous to II in the preceding proof.
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IV. 5 Corollary. A category is a small-injectivity class of some locally presentable

category iff it is accessible and has products.

Proof. Follows, from Corollary IV.4 because any accessible category admits a

limit-preserving accessible full embedding into some Set (for J^K-accessible,

take all K-presentable objects for Zt?op and the Yoneda embedding X -»

Set2*).

IV.6 Remark. The above corollary provides an answer to the problem of

Makkai [Ma] concerning the characterization of categories of models of reg-

ular theories because these categories coincide with small-injectivity classes of

locally presentable categories.

IV. 7 Corollary. Assuming Vopênka's principle, in every locally presentable cat-

egory the small-injectivity classes are precisely the subcategories which are

(a) closed under products, and

(b) accessibly embedded.

In fact, Vopênka's principle implies that each accessibly embedded subcate-

gory is accessible, see [RTA].

IV. 8 Example. Assuming the negation of the semiweak Vopênka's principle,

there exists a class of graphs closed in Gra under products, retracts, and filtered

colimits, which is not weakly reflective. (Thus, it is not a small-injectivity class,

see Theorem III. 11.)
In fact, let L, (z e Ord) be graphs such that hom(L,, Lf) ^ 0 iff i > j. Let

sé be the smallest subcategory of Gra containing each L¡ and closed under

products, retracts, and filtered colimits. For each A £ sé there exist i £ Ord

with hom(L,, A) / 0 (because the class of all graphs with that property is

closed under products, retracts, and nonempty colimits). It follows that sé does

not have a weakly initial object. If A were weakly initial and hom(L,, A) ^ 0 ,

it would follow that hom(L,, L,+i) / 0—a contradiction. Thus, sé is not

weakly reflective.

IV. 9 Open problem. Can an example such as Example IV. 8 be found assuming

only the negation of Vopênka's principle?

IV. 10 Remark. It can be somewhat surprising that Corollaries IV.4 and IV.7

do not include closedness under retracts. The following (probably well-known)

lemma explains this. Recall that a category has split idempotents provided that

each idempotent e{ : A —> A , e • e = e) factors as e = f ' • g where g • f = 1.
(For example, each category with equalizers has split idempotents.)

IV. 11 Lemma. Let X be a category with split idempotents, and let sé be a

subcategory of X closed under isomorphisms.

( 1 ) sé is closed under retracts in X iff sé has split idempotents.

(2) If sé has K-filtered colimits, then sé is closed under retracts.

Proof. (1) It is obvious that closedness under retracts implies that sé has split

idempotents. Conversely, let sé have split idempotents. Given A £ sé and
m

B t± A in X with r • m = 1, we will prove that B £ sé . The idempotent
r
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e = m-r splits in sé , i.e., we have A «=* A £ sé with m-r = f-g and g-f = 1.
/

It is easy to compute that the morphisms g • m: B —> A and r • f: A —» B are

mutually inverse. Thus, B is isomorphic to A £sé , which proves B £sé .

(2) By [MP, 2.2.1], if sé has K-filtered colimits, then its idempotents split.

V. CONE-REFLECTIVE SUBCATEGORIES

V. 1 Definition. A subcategory sé of a category X is said to be cone reflective

provided that for each ^-object AT there exists a small cone r¡: K -» A¡

{i £ I), A¡ £ sé , such that every morphism /: AT —> A, A £ sé , factors

through r, for some i £ I. (In other words, the embedding functor fulfils the

solution-set condition.)

V.2 Remarks. (1) A cone-reflective subcategory closed under products and re-

tracts [resp. limits] is weakly reflective [resp. reflective]. Thus, CBool is not

cone reflective in Frm (Example 1.7).

(2) Any accessible and accessibly embedded subcategory of a locally pre-

sentable category is cone reflective [MP, 6.1.2].

(3) [C] In the category Tych of Tychonoff spaces all almost compact spaces

(i.e., spaces X such that ßX is the one-point compactification of X) form a

subcategory which is not cone reflective.

V.3 Theorem. Assuming Vopênka's principle, every subcategory of a locally pre-

sentable category is cone reflective.

Proof. The proof is quite analogous to that of Theorem 1.9 above. Let X be

locally presentable, and let sé = {/l,},eord De a full subcategory. Then set =

{Aj}j<i is a small, and hence a cone reflective, subcategory of X. Suppose

that sé is not cone reflective. Then there is an object AT in X which has

no cone reflection in sé . Then for each ordinal z there exists an ordinal

d{i) > i such that some arrow r,: K —> AT*, AT* e séd{i), factors through none

of the arrows with a codomain in sé¿.   Put, in K } X,  L0 = K ^* AT,*,

L, = K ^ K*m,..., and let E: K } X -» Gra be a full embedding. Then

for z < j there is no morphism from EL¡ to EL¡ in Gra, from which a

contradiction with Vopênka's principle is derived as in Theorem 1.9.

V.4 Examples. (1) Assuming the negation of Vopênka's principle, Gra con-

tains a large discrete subcategory which, of course, fails to be cone reflective.

(For example, the empty graph has no cone reflection.) Thus, unlike Theorem

1.9, Vopênka's principle is actually equivalent with the statement of Theorem

V.3.
(2) Assuming even more, the negation of weak Vopênka's principle, there are

even orthogonal subcategories which are not cone reflective. In fact, Gra then

has two reflective subcategories sé\, sé2 such that sé\ nsé2 is not reflective, see

[ART]. Then sé\ V\sé2 is an orthogonality class which, by Remark V.2(2) above,

is not cone reflective.

V.5 Definition (see [NS]). For each class Jf of small cones in a category X

let Jf- Inj denote the collection of all ^-objects AT which are .^¡f-injective,

i.e., such that for each {m: A —► A¡)¡€¡  in Jf and each morphism /: A —»
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AT there exists i £ I and a morphism /' : A,■—> K with / = /' • zn,. A

{small-)cone-injectivity class is a class of objects of the form Jf-ln] for some
(small) class of small cones in X .

V.6 Proposition. Every cone-injectivity class is closed under retracts. Assuming

Vopênka's principle, the converse holds in locally presentable categories: Every

class closed under retracts is a cone-injectivity class.

Proof. The first statement is obvious, the latter follows from Theorem V.3.

Given a cone-reflective subcategory sé of a locally presentable category X,

let Jf be the collection of all reflection cones. It is easy to see that the J'- Inj

is the closure of sé under retracts.

V.7   Open problem. Is Vopênka's principle actually needed in Proposition V.6?

The next theorem follows from [GL and L]. The proof is analogous to that

of Corollary IV.4.

V.8 Theorem (Guitart-Lair). A subcategory of a locally presentable category is

a small-cone-injectivity class iff it is accessible and accessibly embedded.

V.9 Corollary. (1) A category is accessible iff it is a small-cone-injectivity class

of a locally presentable category.
(2) Assuming Vopênka's principle, an accessible category is a small cone-

injectivity class in each locally presentable category into which it is fully em-

bedded.

Proof. (1) follows from Theorem V.8 (see Corollary IV.5).

(2) follows from Theorem V.8 and the following fact proved in [RTA]: assum-

ing Vopênka's principle, each full embedding into a locally presentable category

preserves K-filtered colimits for some k .

V.10 Remark. One can introduce orthogonality with respect to a cone

(zn,: A —> A¡)¡€[ by requiring that for any /: A —> AT there exist a unique

z £ I and a unique morphism /': A¡ -> AT with /' • m¡ = f. Properties of

cone-orthogonality classes are analogous to those or orthogonality classes. The
role of limits is played by connected limits, and reflective subcategories are re-

placed by multireflective subcategories in the sense of Diers [D]. For instance;

assuming Vopênka's principle, a subcategory of a locally presentable category

is multireflective iff it is closed under connected limits. The details will appear

elsewhere.
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